OUR MISSION:
To provide quality housing and residential
healthcare for seniors in our community, reflecting
our Danish history.
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OUR VISION:
To be leaders in providing comprehensive care
through innovation and outreach ensuring we are
the first choice for clients in need of service and to
expand and enhance our Homes and Manors in
response to the changing needs of the community.
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Dania is one of a few care facilities in Canada to have earned Accreditation with Exemplary Standing from
Accreditation Canada for 2018 - 2022. Accreditation Canada certifies that Dania and its contractors meet the
national standards of quality for health services set by the Council.

Ebeltoft is an old port
town on the central east
coast of Denmark with a
population of 7,167.
Ebeltoft is known for its
old town center with cobble-stoned streets and centuries-old half-timbered houses. Plans for the
conservation of this peculiar environment, was
initiated in the 1960s by the city council and
the National Museum of Denmark. Apart from
this overall old-village charm, Ebeltoft holds several
other notable institutions such as Glasmuseet
Ebeltoft, one of the world's first glass museums, Fregatten Jylland, the longest wooden warship in the world and the European Film College,
offering short and long courses in film making,
especially for young people.
Ebeltoft and the surrounding countryside is one of
the tourist centres of Denmark, with many summer
houses and rentals, a marina, a golf course and
many child-friendly beaches. In spite of its relatively small size, Ebeltoft is quite lively, especially in
the summer season. The population soars in June,
July, and August - but all year round, there are
many more people staying here than the official
number of inhabitants suggests. This is due to the
Danish phenomenon of 'summer houses' (holiday
homes): most are made of wood but often quite
luxurious, and there are several thousand in this
area. The tourism, the old traditions of trade in this
harbour town, and the international schools in the
area probably explain why most people in this
small town are open-minded and friendly towards
foreigners.
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